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paintballing
Well, it beats

What better place than
Cambridge to run

corporate away days
centred on cycling.

Jenny Chapman took
a look at a most

eccentric collection
of push bikes.
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I F you’ve tried cookery classes, swinging from
trees, throwing paint at one another, or

making chocolates, how about a return to something
both outdoors and relaxing for your corporate away-day,
next team-building session or client entertainment.
I am talking, as you will have gathered from the

pictures, about bikes . . . all manner of bikes.
YouCanBikeToo was set up six years ago by Ruth

Brannan and colleagues with learning difficulties: “I met
a young man who wanted to cycle with his family, but
couldn’t.”
Ruth has been working with people with learning

difficulties for more than 30 years and teamed up with
the YouCanHub in Cambridge which works with people
to make things happen.
“I got together with Aaron (the young man) and he did

the presentations to the council, and to Rotary. People
with learning difficulties led all the presentations, which
were about giving, not
receiving.
“They found a venue,

Milton Country Park,
and it is perfect. It has a
lovely café and upstairs
there is a wonderful view
over a lake. It’s close to
bus stops and it has safe
storage.
“There are also

conference and training
facilities upstairs at the
café, plus good cycling
routes through the park.”
YouCanBikeToo was

founded to give families
the chance to cycle
together, just as Aaron
had hoped, and the service is now popular with a wide
range of people, not just those with children who have
learning difficulties.
There is a whole stable of weird and wonderful bikes

which YCBT has bought over the years through grants
and donations, and now it is ready to enter the world of
corporate entertainment and team-building for
businesses.
The bikes can be delivered to firms’ premises or ridden

as an “away-day” experience organised at the park. The
price is being pitched at £250 for up to 10 people per
session.
As well as team-building tricks like riding on a

side-by-side two-seater with perhaps one of the cyclists
blindfold, there will be the treasure trail which involves
finding sections of bike hidden in the park, but not too

difficult to spot as each piece has a knitted cover.
Mel Findlater, who runs the YouCanHub in the city,

says: “It’s just as fun when it’s raining – in fact, it’s more
fun.” I’ll take her word for it.
“When was the last time you had a really good

conversation with someone?” Mel asks. “It was probably
when you were sitting side-by-side with them, which is
what you can do on some of these bikes. Bikes are good
places for meetings. If someone wants to plan their own
day we can just hire out the bikes, or we can build a day
for them. We can create a half-day or a full day, with
buffet lunch provided at the café.”
An added bonus is that corporate events involving the

promotion of sustainable transport can get up to
£2,000 towards the cost. Details from Travel for Work
at tfw.org.uk n

businessteam building

Bicycles made for several: Ruth Brannan, of
YouCanBikeToo (and facing page), explains
how the corporate away-days work before
taking out a party
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